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The ALS-EST program was launched in October 2017 and is supervised 
by the OSEC. It is principally an OSEC mechanism for program and policy 

development while delivering services for eventual integration into the main-
stream ALS program. (See Chapter 2, The ALS-EST Program.)

Box 12-1. Adjusting the Approach

In the early stages of the ALS-EST pilot implementation, OSEC coordinated and worked directly 
with schools. This approach yielded good practices and revealed gaps between central and 
field levels.

• The approach facilitated faster coordination and communication with schools (especially in 
implementation mechanics, reporting and monitoring, and policy development).

• It also revealed weaknesses in the coordination of the Regional and Schools Division Offices 
with the schools.

 Only Regional and Division Offices that had volunteer schools under them were actively 
engaged in the ALS-EST framework development process resulting in difficulties in 
integrating with the regular ALS program. This difficulty was most pronounced for ALS 
Mobile Teachers who are not school-based and are supervised only at the Division level. 

 There were also issues with the Divisions on coordinating the downloading of funds and 
fund utilization.

To close the gaps, OSEC established the ALS-EST PMT to tie together the different levels of 
participation in the Program.

The Project Management Team Structure

OSEC issued DepEd Memorandum No. 144 on 12 September 2018 creating an 
ALS-EST PMT. 

The PMT structure provides program implementation supervision and manage-
ment at the Central, Regional, Division, and Implementing Schools levels. The 
PMT facilitates shared awareness, understanding, and appreciation among policy 
makers, coordinators, and implementers of the ALS-EST program.

This vertical linkage provides:

• Effective coordination and implementation

• Reporting and feedback mechanism

• Inclusive program development

• Accountability 
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The PMT operates at three levels:

• CO ALS-EST PMT (with adjunct Secretariat)

• Regional ALS-EST PMT

• Division Implementing Teams and School Implementing Teams

The process or operation framework to integrate the roles, functions and res-
ponsibilities at the various governance levels is shown in Figure 12-1.

Figure 12-1. Process/Operation Framework for ALS-EST Governance
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CO ALS-EST PMT

The OSEC supervises the CO ALS-EST PMT, a multi-level team tasked with 
combining the inputs from and outlooks of policy-making offices and ALS-EST 
implementers. The team is responsible for implementing the guidelines on 
accountability and financial management of the Project.

DepEd Memorandum No. 144, s. 2018 outlines the following responsibilities for 
the CO ALS-EST PMT:

• Implement advocacy activities

• Review and approve consolidated reports

• Monitor financial accountability including downloading of funds

• Monitor program implementation

 Development of M&E tools and templates
 Facilities Assessment
 Learner data management

• Monitor and evaluate the program

• Determine Learner requirements and school/partner qualifications

• Plan and implement convergence activities including launch and gathering of 
stakeholders

• Coordinate with OSEC and other stakeholders on all ALS-EST related activities

• Establish and recognize best practices 

• Consolidate experience and best practices into program, policy, and 
operational guidelines

• Coordinate with the regular ALS program

A Secretariat based at the OSEC assists the CO ALS-EST PMT in its work.
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Division and School Implementing Team

The Division Office is required to organize project implementation teams with 
volunteer schools as members. The team monitors the Program’s alignment with 
the ALS K to 12 curriculum.

The Schools Division Superintendents make sure that the regular ALS program 
(managed from the Division Office) collaborates with the ALS-EST volunteer 
schools. This collaboration covers:

• ALS-EST course design (curriculum integration, skills training, delivery, assess-
ment)

• Deployment of Learning Facilitators and skills trainers

• Project implementation and reporting

CO ALS-EST PMT 
members

• PMT Chair (assigned 
Undersecretary)

• PMT Vice Chair 
(assigned Regional 
Director)

• 11 Members 
(representatives from 
Regional, Division, 
and School levels; one 
representative each from 
the CO Budget Office 
and Accounting Office)

Regional ALS-EST  
Team members

• ALS-EST Regional Team 
Leader (the Regional 
Director)

• One designated member 
from Curriculum and 
Learning Management 
Division (CLMD)

• One designated member 
from Field Technical 
Assistance Division 
(FTAD)

• One designated member 
from Human Resource 
Division (HRD)

• One designated member 
from Quality Assurance 
Division (QAD)

Division ALS-EST 
Implementing  
Team members

• ALS-EST Project Team 
Leader (Schools Division 
Superintendent)

• Members (Principals of 
ALS-EST schools)

• Additional members 
(designated ALS Mobile 
Teachers and Skills 
Trainers) 

Regional ALS-EST Team

In regions where there are volunteer schools, the RDs are required to organize 
and head a Regional ALS-EST Team. 

The regional ALS-EST Team, using an integrated approach, is responsible for 
gathering feedback from different project management areas, and reporting 
these to the CO ALS-EST PMT.
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The ALS-EST volunteer school Principals may also organize and lead their own 
Schools ALS-EST implementing teams.

Inputs from Field Consultation

ALS-EST implementers provide regular and timely feedback on on-the-ground 
realities, informing both policy development and project implementation. 

On 16 November 2018, OSEC brought together select regional, division, and 
school representatives in a workshop to further define roles and functions, and 
fine-tune the responsibilities of the ALS-EST PMT. Table 12-1 summarizes the 
results.

Workshop participants suggested that the following be included in the ALS-EST 
governance structure:

• Region ALS-EST PMT: Policy Planning and Research Division

• Division Implementing Team: Assistant Schools Division Superintendent; 
chiefs of Curriculum Implementation Division and School Governance and 
Operations Division; ALS Supervisor of EPSA 

• School Implementing Team: Principal (as Team Leader); coordinators of the 
academic, TVL and TLE;  mobile teachers 

The CO ALS-EST PMT will endorse these recommendations for the Secretary’s 
action.
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Table 12-1. Distribution of Roles and Functions across  
 ALS-EST Design and Implementation Areas

Regional Office Schools Division Office School

Curriculum

• Monitor implementation of 
the curriculum

• Provide technical 
assistance on curriculum 
contextualization and 
integration

• Ensure availability of 
contextualized material 
prepared by STVEP 
schools, anchored 
on identified ALS 
competencies

• Lead in the contextualization 
and integration through the 
CID

• Work with ALS Mobile 
Teacher and EPSA 
to ensure curriculum 
alignment of ALS K to12 
and ALS-EST

• Ensure that the curriculum 
is integrated, implemented, 
facilitated and contextual-
ized at the school level 
through
– Observation of classes 

both in skills and basic 
education

– Conduct training on 
integration of TESDA 
TRs, the K to 12 
curriculum, and the ALS 
modules

Assessment

• Monitor A&E and NC 
Passing Rates

• Assess school implementer 
performance for 
improvement of passing 
rates

• Conduct coordination 
meetings on assessment to 
standardize criteria

• Develop and establish 
assessment centers for 
curriculum integration 
implementation and NCI 
assessment

• Develop and issue micro-
certificates, particularly for 
sub-components of NCII 
level skills

• Conduct pre-assessment in 
preparation for A&E and NC 
assessments

• Coordinate with TESDA for 
the NC assessments

• Facilitate assessments 
before, during, and after 
the conduct of the training
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Regional Office Schools Division Office School

Delivery

• Look into the budget of 
work prepared by the 
schools

• Lead in instructional 
supervision

• Provide technical 
assistance on planning, 
implementation, monitoring, 
reporting, and evaluation

• Work with ALS Mobile 
Teacher and EPSA to 
ensure the delivery of ALS 
K to 12 competencies and 
skills training

• Ensure the curriculum 
alignment of ALS K to 12 
and ALS-EST in delivery

• Utilize SHS with NC or TM 
and/or Assessors in STVEP 
schools for skills training

• Implement work immersion 
for ALS-EST Learners

Finance and Administration

• Monitor if the budget is 
being followed

• Monitor adherence to 
indicators in the project 
proposal

• Identify accomplishments, 
success stories, lessons, 
and challenges

• Provide technical 
assistance on procurement, 
disbursement, and 
liquidation

• Manage funds for the non-
IUs implementers

• Monitor downloaded funds 
and utilization

• Facilitate the procurement 
process

• Utilize the downloaded 
funds, and accomplish 
reports including necessary 
liquidation

• Ensure transparency in 
all ALS-EST financial 
transactions

Advocacy

• Ensure execution of proper 
documents such as signed 
MOAs, MOU, request letters

• Conduct information, 
education, and 
communication activities, 
such as the announcement 
of the opening or launch of 
ALS-EST

• Conduct orientation 
sessions to have a 
common language and 
understanding on ALS-EST 
in the Division

• Manage the mapping of 
Learners for ALS-EST

• Design and conduct 
advocacy programs using 
caravans, social media, 
radio, and flyers (Example 
tagline: “Sa ALS-EST, A&E 
passer ka na, NCII qualifier 
ka pa!”)

Table 12-1 continuation
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Regional Office Schools Division Office School

Monitoring and Evaluation

• Ensure systematic 
monitoring and inclusive 
evaluation at the regional 
level

• Monitor the performance 
of the SDOs in ALS-EST 
program implementation

• Develop M&E tools
• Create monitoring teams
• Conduct M&E of ALS-EST 

schools and report to: 
higher office, stakeholders, 
community, and people 
and units involved in the 
implementation

• Conduct pre-assessment 
and exit assessment

• Utilize the regular ALS M&E 
form while ALS-EST tools 
are being developed

• Coordinate with ALS Mobile 
Teachers and EPSA from 
the Division to ensure that 
the school knows what 
is needed from both the 
education and skills training 
components

• Chart the progress of the 
ALS-EST Learners using the 
progress chart

• Implement M&E tools 
provided by the CO

Partnership

• Identify the different 
partners and linkages

• Come up with a partnership 
checklist to determine 
the extent of promotion 
activities needed for the 
program

• Have an inventory of 
internal and external 
stakeholders and linkages 
for program support

• Conduct stakeholders’ 
summit or forum

• Execute MOU and MOA 
with government agencies, 
LGUs, NGOs, private sector, 
and other stakeholders with 
SGOD

• Monitor partnership 
agreements

• Look for prospective 
partners and stakeholders 
and establish partnerships 
with stakeholders (NGOs, 
LGU, private sector, and 
others who will be part of 
the implementation)

• Prepare proposals for MOA, 
MOU

• Strengthen the partnership 
between the ALS Mobile 
Teacher and ALS-EST Skills 
Trainer to ensure a shared 
and common understanding 
of the program and 
integration of the ALS and 
EST components

Table 12-1 continuation
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Regional Office Schools Division Office School

Research and Development

• Check, monitor or 
identify researches on 
tracking, employability, 
and alignment to needs of 
Learners

• Lead in the conduct of 
research and development, 
aligned with DepEd basic ed 
research agenda, such as 
tracer study and program 
evaluation

• Conduct tracking of the 
completers of the program

• Conduct school-based 
action researches that will 
enhance the program

• Pilot Region- and Division-
approved innovation 
programs across ALS-EST 
components• In coordination with each other, design, direct, and supervise 

the pilot testing of innovations across ALS-EST components

Reference
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